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“This book is packed with real world experiences and heartwarming stories that will help your family envision a happier tomorrow.”
—Brandon Mull, #1 New York Times–bestselling author A teen’s job is to be difficult and most do it really, really well. But what
about you? You want to hug that hedgehog, right? But you don’t want to get hurt. No problem. With entertaining stories and 12
principles that open the cages, unlock the doors, gently tear down those walls, and get you talking, How to Hug a Hedgehog
explores everything from communication to what you might have missed on the teen “warning label.” Wilcox and Robbins help
you face your worst fears, effectively handle pressure and stress, and answer the hardest question of all: “What happens if I fail?”
“This book is full of hope. It makes something hard seem easy. It is sure to have a positive impact!” —Sean Covey, author of the
international bestseller The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens “How to Hug a Hedgehog is relevant, timely and essential for
anyone wanting to build positive relationships with teenagers. This book will enrich and transform lives forever.” —Richie Norton,
bestselling author of The Power of Starting Something Stupid “This book will make a difference. The suggestions are doable and
will totally change the way you interact with teens.” —Mark Henshaw, author of Red Cell
In some ways, sugar gliders are the epitome of an exotic pet. Hailing from the rainforests of Australia, they can glide like a flying
squirrel and have a pouch like a kangaroo. They're also very affectionate and form close bonds with their keepers, defying the
expectation most people have of keeping exotic pets. Once you get to know them, you'll find this isn't the only surprising thing
about them. With the intelligence of a cat, the loyalty of a dog, and a diet closer to a lizard's than a hamster's, sugar gliders are
one of the most unique and rewarding animal companions you can bring into your home. But how can you be sure you can handle
a sugar glider's care? And even if you can, is it the right pet for you? This book takes an in-depth look at a sugar glider's diet, ideal
environment, and daily care. You'll learn where to shop for sugar glider and how to tell if they're healthy, as well as how to best
replicate their wild environment in the comfort of your own home. Though they're not succeptible to many medical issues, you'll
also learn the signs to look out for in case of illness or injury, and how to best prevent and treat these problems to keep your sugar
glider happy and healthy. The recent popularity of sugar gliders in the pet trade has prompted an upswing in breeding across
North America, and pet owners now have more knowledge about the proper care of this fascinating animal than ever before. Using
the cage and diet recommendations in this book, you can have a loving relationship with your sugar gliders for ten years or more.
Just like a cat or dog, a well cared for sugar glider will pay you back tenfold in cuddly entertainment-and from a pet small enough
to ride around in your pocket.
The hedgehog has long been a popular and familiar animal, both in its appearance in suburban country gardens and as an
endearing character in folk tales and children's books. As a consequence, there have been many popular books on the hedgehog,
but none which really open the reader's eyes to the 13 or more species outside of Europe.
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time and
how long-term sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what about
the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies achieve
enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the mind of Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity
and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal distinguishing
characteristics that cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his research
team identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at least fifteen years.
How great? After the leap, the good-to-great companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by
an average of seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a composite index of the world's greatest
companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-togreat companies with a carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to make the leap from good to great. What was
different? Why did one set of companies become truly great performers while the other set remained only good? Over five years,
the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study. After sifting through mountains of data and thousands
of pages of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap
and others don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light on virtually every
area of management strategy and practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the
type of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to
great requires transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture of discipline with an
ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think
differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and
wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments
Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford
to ignore these findings?
A guide to ensuring the continued survival of hedgehogs and using drug-free remedies to care for casualties. The text describes
the life cycle of the European hedgehog with reference to the 14 other species distributed worldwide and offers tips on making a
garden into a hedgehog haven. sick hedgehogs. Clear instructions show how to recognize distressed or suffering animals and
gives advice on the handling, nursing and general care of hedgehogs. A detailed guide to the use of homeopathy in first aid for
hedgehogs is completed with suggestions for healing, from crystal healing to aromatherapy.
This practical, user-friendly resource provides essential information on the care and treatment of exotic pets. Coverage includes
common health and nutritional issues, as well as restraint techniques, lab values, drug dosages, and special equipment needed to
treat exotic animals.
A welcome visitor heard rustling through our hedges or spotted shuffling across our lawns, hedgehogs are a celebrated addition to
every garden and their proper care and conservation valuable to numerous other species. Through informative chapters ranging
from the physiological and environmental to the inclusion of the hedgehog in myth, legend, art and literature, The Hedgehog Book
is an ideal guide to its subject for all nature lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout with new photography and artwork. Chapters
include: Hedgehog Life Threats to Hedgehogs The Hedgehog in Myth and Legend The Hedgehog in Art and Literature
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A feel-good memoir about a man and his hedgehog Massimo Vacchetta, an Italian veterinarian specializing in large animals, is
recently divorced and feeling heartbroken and depressed—until the day that someone brings an orphaned baby hedgehog into his
clinic. As the tiny hedgehog cries and whimpers, Massimo immediately understands the extent of the animal’s vulnerability and
isolation. Recognizing her helplessness and desperation in himself, he connects with her in a way he’s never connected with any
other animal. In caring for this hedgehog, Massimo uncovers her vibrant personality, and rediscovers his own. Soon, another sick
hedgehog lands in his lap. And then another. As people begin to seek him out to heal and care for their injured or orphaned
animals, Massimo finally discovers his life’s mission. As other sick hedgies are healed and released, Massimo continues to dote
on Ninna like a child, constantly fretting about her health and happiness, caring about her in a way he’s never cared about anyone
or anything else. But the cage that once kept her safe soon becomes a prison, and as much as it breaks Massimo's heart to let her
go, he knows she longs to be free. Through this life-affirming story of a man and his hedgehog, we learn that no love is too great
and no creature is too small.
Hero or Villain? You Decide. • Navigate your way through all 55 missions and 16 Boss Battles • Incredible tactics for defeating all
bosses with an A Ranking • Find out how to beat Expert Mode • Find all 115 secret keys throughout the game • All unlockables
exposed
Hedgehogs have been domesticated for many years. The hedgehog has a short life span and is solitary in nature. But in spite of
this, it is very popular amongst pet enthusiasts across the world. Hedgehogs have many qualities that make them endearing as
pets. But at the same time, they can display some characteristics that can confuse the pet owner. It is important that a prospective
buyer educates himself about the animal. If you wish to buy and domesticate a hedgehog, then you should make an attempt to
understand the unique mannerisms of the animal. This will enable you to understand your hedgehog better. It is important to
understand how you can keep your hedgehog healthy and happy. The main aim of this book is to acquaint you with all the
information that you need to domesticate a hedgehog. This book will help you to clear all the questions that you might have
regarding the hedgehogs and their domestication. It is not enough to go and buy a hedgehog; you have to take on the
responsibility of taking care of the health and well-being of the animal. By following the tips and tricks discussed in the book, you
will be able to give your hedgehog a loving and caring home.
Toast a marshmallow, be a tree in winter, read braille -- Paul B. Janeczko and Richard Jones invite you to enjoy an assortment of
poems that inform and inspire. Today I walked outside and spied a hedgehog on the hill. When she and I met eye to eye, she
raised up straight and still. Be they practical (how to mix a pancake or how to bird-watch) or fanciful (how to scare monsters or how
to be a snowflake), the poems in this book boast a flair and joy that you won't find in any instruction manual. Poets from Kwame
Alexander to Pat Mora to Allan Wolf share the way to play hard, to love nature, and to be grateful. Soft, evocative illustrations will
encourage readers to look at the world with an eye to its countless possibilities. Contributors include: Kwame Alexander Calef
Brown Rebecca Kai Dotlich Margarita Engle Ralph Fletcher Douglas Florian Helen Frost Martin Gardner Charles Ghigna Nikki
Grimes Anna E. Jordan Karla Kuskin Irene Latham J. Patrick Lewis Marjorie Maddox Elaine Magliaro Pat Mora Christina Rossetti
Monica Shannon Marilyn Singer Robert Louis Stevenson Charles Waters April Halprin Wayland Steven Withrow Allan Wolf
Hedge-Hedgey-Hedgehogs is a unique and adorable book perfect for young readers! Learn about hedgehogs in this fact-andphoto-filled book that is just as cute as the animals themselves! Did you know that the name for a baby hedgehog is a hoglet? Or
that hedgehogs make good pets because they prey on common garden pests? This nonfiction reader will teach kids how to take
good care of these unique creatures.
Who Has A Pet Hedgehog? is based on the real daily life of the author's hedgehog, Odin. It describes how a little girl and her
multicultural family takes care of their pet hedgehog. Inspired by the special bond between the author's daughter and their pet
hedgehogs, this adorable book allows children to fun imagining what it is like to have one.
Pet hedgehogs have grown in popularity over the last few years, and rightfully so. Though they aren't the cuddly kind of pet (due to
their spiny exterior), these cute critters are fun and offer a different kind of fulfilling pet experience.They are known to originate in
some areas in Europe, Asia, and Africa, hedgehogs received their name from how they look and where they like to hang out. Their
nose resembles that of a pig, or a hog, and they're often found in the hedges of shrubs and trees.Historically, the ancient Romans
were the first to domesticate hedgehogs. But the modern domestication of hedgehogs only took off in the 1980s. Many breeds of
hedgehogs today are hybrids, the most well-known being the African pygmy hedgehog.This book will show you how to keep up
with the animal's high exercise demands, and how to assess and work with your individual hedgehog's unique personality. You'll
learn which toys and treats they especially love, what things to avoid, and how to co-ordinate a nocturnal animal's ideal schedule
with your day to day activities. In this guide you will also learn how to feed, care, grooming, Handling, Health Needs, housing,
safety and security tips and guide on how to raise hedgehogs as pets.Click the buy now button to GET YOUR COPY TODAY
Hedgehogs are small mammals with cone-shaped faces, short legs and bodies that are covered with porcupine-like quills. Despite
their similar appearances, porcupines and hedgehogs aren't closely related.Unlike porcupines, hedgehog quills aren't easily
detached from their bodies, consistent with Animal Planet. Pet hedgehogs are quiet, active, entertaining, and low maintenance.
they're nocturnal, making them an honest pet for somebody who features a 9 to five job. These solitary animals like better to be
housed alone and should fight if kept with other hedgehogs. And, sorry, they do not really crave human affection, so cuddling isn't
their specialty.
The You Have a Pet What?! series introduces young readers to unusual pets through using a fun and factual approach to
mastering early reading skills. With bold keywords and a Show What You Know section, Ferret allows students to refer to details
and examples in the text and provide a summary distinct from personal opinions or bias. Featuring 32 full-color pages,
photographs, simple language, and text-based questions, this title encourages curiosity as well as reading comprehension.

When Mandy rescues a hedgehog family in danger, she knows that the wild creatures cannot stay long at Animal Ark, but
she does not think it is a good idea to send them back into the wild, either. Original.
A prickly hedgehog curls into a ball. Time to hide! These shy pets may be cute, but they need help staying healthy! This
fun title explores hedgehog care, from how these pets behave to what they eat, how they play, and where they sleep.
Additional features such as a profile, a supply list, and a care duties checklist offer even more information on caring for a
pet hedgehog.
Hedgehogs are one of the hottest new pets around, and there's a lot of conflicting information about them. Here, a
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veteran hedgehog breeder, owner and advocate pairs with an exotic animals veterinarian to give first-time owners the
help they need to share their homes with a hedgehog.
Everything you need to know about Wallaby and Wallaroo. Guaranteed to answer all of your questions, this book is a
must have for any owner of Wallaby and Wallaroo. Wallaby and Wallaroo Raising, Breeding, Facts, Habitat, Diet, Care,
Health, and Where to Buy all included. The Must Have Guide for all Wallaby and Wallaroo owners. This book provides
detailed information about Wallaby and Wallaroo including the differences between Wallaby and Wallaroo, What to know
before you buy, Purchasing, Caring for Wallaby and Wallroo, Breeding, Health care, Feeding and Habitat, additional tips,
and much more. The book is written in an easy to read and understandable style. In a straight forward, no nonsense
fashion, Lolly Brown covers all aspects of Wallaby and Wallaroo. The book is full of sound advice and answers to your
questions.
Kids can get a crash course in all things Sonic the Hedgehog in this introductory handbook that comes with a sheet of
stickers from the world of Sonic! Full color. Consumable.
Sugar Gliders, Sugar Bears, Honey Gliders, Sugar Babies- whatever you call them, Petaurus breviceps makes an
excellent pet. However, more so than most pets, you really need to do your research before committing to owning a
Sugar Glider. This book will serve as a definitive guide to properly inform yourself about all aspects of the Sugar Glider.
Natural history, human history, legal issues, the genetics of breeding and in depth explanations into the finer details of
Sugar Glider husbandry can all be found within these pages, amongst many other topics. While a lot of books will give
you a basic skim about what owning a Sugar glider will entail, this book aims to be a comprehensive, central and yet
approachable source of information about Sugar Gliders. This book contains information on: Accessories Behavior
Bonding Breeding Care Caring for your old Sugar Glider Common ailments Costs Dangerous foods Day to day life
Feeding Grooming Habitat Handling Health Heating History Housing Legalities Lighting Minor injuries Most common
health issues Playtime Preparing your home Responsible ownership The ideal environment Training Traveling
Vaccinations .......and much more!
The phenomenal New York Times bestseller that “explores the upstairs-downstairs goings-on of a posh Parisian
apartment building” (Publishers Weekly). In an elegant hôtel particulier in Paris, Renée, the concierge, is all but
invisible—short, plump, middle-aged, with bunions on her feet and an addiction to television soaps. Her only genuine
attachment is to her cat, Leo. In short, she’s everything society expects from a concierge at a bourgeois building in an
upscale neighborhood. But Renée has a secret: She furtively, ferociously devours art, philosophy, music, and Japanese
culture. With biting humor, she scrutinizes the lives of the tenants—her inferiors in every way except that of material
wealth. Paloma is a twelve-year-old who lives on the fifth floor. Talented and precocious, she’s come to terms with life’s
seeming futility and decided to end her own on her thirteenth birthday. Until then, she will continue hiding her
extraordinary intelligence behind a mask of mediocrity, acting the part of an average pre-teen high on pop culture, a good
but not outstanding student, an obedient if obstinate daughter. Paloma and Renée hide their true talents and finest
qualities from a world they believe cannot or will not appreciate them. But after a wealthy Japanese man named Ozu
arrives in the building, they will begin to recognize each other as kindred souls, in a novel that exalts the quiet victories of
the inconspicuous among us, and “teaches philosophical lessons by shrewdly exposing rich secret lives hidden beneath
conventional exteriors” (Kirkus Reviews). “The narrators’ kinetic minds and engaging voices (in Alison Anderson’s
fluent translation) propel us ahead.” —The New York Times Book Review “Barbery’s sly wit . . . bestows lightness on the
most ponderous cogitations.” —The New Yorker
Whether you are a first-time pet owner or you are looking after an existing menagerie, this book provides all the practical
advice you will need for keeping your domestic pets happy and in full health. An essential reference guide for all the
family, this comprehensive volume allows families to choose pets confidently to suit their lifestyle, time constraints and
living conditions, and to offer them the most comfortable and caring home. Gives detailed information about a wide range
of small animals, from cats, dogs, rabbits, guinea pigs, hamsters, gerbils, chinchillas, rats and mice to birds, reptiles,
invertebrates and fish. Illustrated throughout with 1200 sumptuous colour photographs, this expertly written manual
provides all the information you need to buy and care for your pet with complete confidence.
Hedgehog CareThe Complete Guide to Owning Hedgehogs; Feeding, Caring, Housing, Handling, Grooming, Health
Needs and Tips to Training Hedgehog as Pets
Everything you need to know about looking after your Chinchilla and giving them the best possible life... Guaranteed to
answer all your questions, this book is a must have for anybody passionate about owning Chinchillas. It covers care,
health, diet, housing, food, and breeding. Plus how (and where) to select your Chinchilla with facts, information and
relevant web resources. It is written in an easy to read and understandable style. Perfect for anyone looking to own these
amazing creatures. There is also a free club that readers can join online so they can connect with other owners and
share information. They can also receive book updates and other benefits. It's written in a straight forward no nonsense
fashion from someone who has loved Chinchillas for years. Thomas Layton covers all aspects of keeping a Chinchilla
happy and healthy and what do do if they do get ill. The book is full of sound advice and answers to your questions.
hedgehogs have captivated our imaginations throughout history. Yet as pets, hedgehogs have only become popular in
the last few decades-which is a shame, considering how playful and affectionate they can be. Hedgehogs are hearty and
low-maintenance pets. As their popularity in the pet trade has increased so, too, has the available knowledge about the
animal, and today it's easier than ever to keep a pet hedgehog happy and healthy. A hedgehog can fit into almost any
lifestyle. Whether you need a furry friend to make your apartment feel less lonely or you're a family with cats and dogs
that wants to add something new, the hedgehog will quickly burrow its way into your heart.
Awesome Sonic coloring book. Sonic The Hedgehog Coloring Books For Kids and all fans! Try it out, high quality images
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are waiting for you and your child. Each illustration is printed on a separate sheet (8.5 x 11) to avoid bleed through. I
hope You like my coloring book. I would be very grateful for the comment. Fan made book! Not official book!
Do you want to be amazed by Hedgehog pictures? Let's see color photos of Hedgehogs! This book will tell you
everything you should know about Hedgehog in their natural habitats. You and your child will find pictures of Hedgehogs
in short simplified text for children learning to read or those who like picture books.
Much loved ... but about to be lost? The Hedgehog regularly tops polls of the UK's favourite animal, yet numbers in our
countryside have halved this century. Generations of children have been captivated by Beatrix Potter's The Tale of Mrs
Tiggy-Winkle, though our complex and contradictory relationship with the Hedgehog is also characterised by persecution
and death. This unmistakable, spiny mammal is a 'gardener's best friend', but one that we rarely see alive and in our
midst. In Spotlight: Hedgehogs, James Lowen reveals what a Hedgehog is and how it lives, unveiling the secrets of its
lifestyle, such as foraging and hibernating, rolling into a ball and building a nest. He also investigates the relationship
between Hedgehogs and people – from film and fun to conservation and crisps – and offers practical advice on how to
find, watch and help these charming animals in the wild.
The Wizard of Oz meets The Wind in the Willows in this next middle grade novel from the author of The Simple Art of
Flying, in which a theater-dwelling, Oz-loving hedgehog goes on the journey of a lifetime to find his way home in this tale
of loyalty, friendship, loss, and hope. Marcel the hedgehog used to live with his beloved owner Dorothy, but since getting
hopelessly lost, he’s tried to forget the happy home he left behind. Now, Marcel lives a quiet life in the abandoned
balcony of The Emerald City Theater where he subsists on dropped popcorn and the Saturday showings of The Wizard
of Oz. But when he’s discovered, Marcel is taken far away from everything he knows and ends up lost once more. His
quest to return to The Emerald City Theater leads him to Mousekinland, where he meets Scamp, a tiny mouse armed
with enormous spirit (and a trusty sling-shooter). Before long, they’re joined by an old gray squirrel, Ingot, who suffers
from bad memories and a broken heart and Tuffy, a baby raccoon lost and afraid in the forest. And the travelers attract
the attention of an owl named Wickedwing, who stalks them as they search for the old theater. From field to forest,
glittering theatre to the gutter, the animals’ road home is a dark and winding journey. But sometimes you need to get a
little lost before you can be found.
Everything you need to know about your playful new pet Thinking of getting a ferret? It’s not unusual—millions of people
worldwide keep ferrets as pets, and they’ve been domesticated for around 2,500 years! While they’re quiet for a lot of
the day (catching up on important beauty sleep), when they’re awake, they’re lively, affectionate, and curious—and
require lots of quality interaction with their humans. And that’s why a happy ferret is a well-trained one, whose owner
knows everything there is to know about its needs! Ferrets For Dummies, 3rd Edition is here to make sure you become
just that kind of owner, fully equipped to give your little friend the best possible home. It’s packed with practical
information on feeding, housing, health, medical care, and much more. You’ll also find the latest on diet, dental hygiene,
common ailments, and how to build an enjoyable and engaging environment for your smart, energetic new pet. There’s
even a section on how to get to know your ferret properly (spotting those little mood swings) and how to introduce it to
play well with friends and family. Make sure a ferret’s the pet for you Ferret-proof your home Keep a clean house Find
the right vet Whether you have a jill (female), a hob (male), or a full “business” of ferrets (several), Ferrets For Dummies
helps you ferret out whatever you need to know—and ensure that your fuzzy new pal is a healthy, happy member of the
household.
A must-have reference for anyone passionate about hedgehogs and African Pygmy Hedgehogs. Lang covers all aspects
of keeping hedgehogs, offering sound advice and answers.
From the weather predictors of the Roman Empire to the croquet balls in Alice in Wonderland, hedgehogs have
captivated our imaginations throughout history. Yet as pets, hedgehogs have only become popular in the last few
decades-which is a shame, considering how playful and affectionate they can be. Hedgehogs are hearty and lowmaintenance pets. As their popularity in the pet trade has increased so, too, has the available knowledge about the
animal, and today it's easier than ever to keep a pet hedgehog happy and healthy. A hedgehog can fit into almost any
lifestyle. Whether you need a furry friend to make your apartment feel less lonely or you're a family with cats and dogs
that wants to add something new, the hedgehog will quickly burrow its way into your heart. In this book, you'll learn what
kind of cage you need to buy, how to socialize the animal to your touch, and how to monitor its interactions with other
pets, as well as all the basics of food, cleaning, and handling you'll need to know to keep your hedgehog healthier longer.
Hedgehogs are active and inquisitive creatures, and having one as a pet means having tons of play time to look forward
to. This book will show you how to keep up with the animal's high exercise demands, and how to assess and work with
your individual hedgehog's unique personality. You'll learn which toys and treats they especially love, what things to
avoid, and how to co-ordinate a nocturnal animal's ideal schedule with your day to day activities. With their quilled backs
and unique behaviors, it's easy to see why people think of hedgehogs as an exotic pet. This book will help make the
exotic familiar, allowing you to add a touch of the wild to your own home.
It's an amusing little critter with many curiosities and oddities that make them all the more adorable. They are tiny enough
to fit in your hand when they are small and if you are the sort who stays up most nights then a hedgehog may be the pet
for you. Hedgehogs wouldn't be what you would consider as the typical family pet, and have some special traits,
characteristics and habits which do not make them suitable for some owner situations. So, it is vital to be aware and
ready for some of these characteristics even before you think about purchasing a hedgehog. Find out everything you
need to know about the hedgehog in this handy book and get to learn about its origins, behaviors, physical
characteristics and also get to learn how to feed and care for them.
In this book, the reader will learn everything there is to know about taking care of a hedgehog-from helping it acclimatize
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to its new home, to taking care of it, to building an unbreakable bond between you and your hedgie friend. It also contains
extensive discussions on how to keep your hedgehog healthy through diet and hygiene, discussing many alternatives
and their pros and cons. From diet to beddings, acclimatization to preventing estivation, this is your definitive hedgehog
guide!
Hedgehogs raised domestically make interesting pets, but require close attention to their health needs. Get the
information and advice you need to take good care of your hedgehog.
Pet Hedgehogs pet hedgehogs are specific animals so they also make particular pets. Not best do they consume a totally
one-of-a-kind type of meals while as compared to different pocket pets; however they're included with tiny little spikes
and roll into balls while scared. Sonic the hedgehog may also were all blue and funky in the Sega video video games
however the actual animals have their own unique attraction that most effective hedgehog lovers can recognize.GET
YOUR COPY NOW!
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